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High level SUMMARY 

NEW!!! ”Sustainable business” 

This is bancrap! 

 

bancrap introduces a new profitable and sustainable movement of 
”the Green data revolution”. 
 

bancrap serves a new optimized  
messaging logic in concentrating  
individuals data and stuff in  
multi profitable and green ways. 
 

Sign up as an investor!!!  

 

bancrap is an aggregated web-application banning crap serving: 
 

   1. Targeted marketing space 
   2. Procurement of wanted goods/services 
   3. Marketplace for Stuff, Collateral  
   4. Search engine for accurate statistics 
 

bancrap profitably and green optimizes messaging and aggregating of data 
for individuals and corporations. bancrap prepares businesses for the 
coming change towards business focused on Quality and Origin labeling 
instead of quantity based crap business. 
 

 

The future of business is changing in to all sustainable angles and 
ways and bancrap is one of these new businesses. 
 

Being an investor in bancrap you will profit vastly in the long run. 
The market for bancrap:s activities are both local and global in 
helping individuals in their relations with suppliers. Corporations   
secure their business and yields in trading sustainable with 
optimized long lasting relations and enhancing Greener trademarks 
towards customers in the ongoing green transformation of business.  
 
                 Business Forecast 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 Million members/USD, Year  How it works!  

 

Individuals store personal data in a secure web - matrix: 
 

Features 1 and 4: 
Pinpointed and targeted marketing  and statistics  
 

Feature 2:  
Supply members procurement services   
 

Feature 3: 
A large market and collateral space packed with peoples  stuff 
 

The more a member hooks up her friends and supply data  the more monetary incentives 
she receives and also not the least in going green and earning the BUCKS. 
 

About ”bancrap”  
 

As of today bancrap is  consisting 
of six founders located in  
Stockholm, holding 150 years of  
aggregated experience in the  
IT-industry and connected 
multiple fields .      (See “Matrisallokering AB”)  
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